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Confidence in our memories is influenced by many factors, including beliefs about the perceptibility or
memorability of certain kinds of objects and events, as well as knowledge about our skill sets, habits, and
experiences. Notoriously, our knowledge and beliefs about memory can lead us astray, causing us to be
overly confident in eyewitness testimony or to overestimate the frequency of recent experiences. Here,
using visual working memory as a case study, we stripped away all these potentially misleading cues,
requiring observers to make confidence judgments by directly assessing the quality of their memory
representations. We show that individuals can monitor the status of information in working memory as it
degrades over time. Our findings suggest that people have access to information reflecting the existence and
quality of their working memories, and furthermore, that they can use this information to guide their behavior.
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the form of beliefs about ourselves and what we find memorable, as
well as more specific knowledge derived from our previous experience with the task at hand (Koriat, 1997; Schwartz, 1994; Schwartz,
Aaron, & Bjork, 1997). However, the cognitive mechanisms underlying metamemory judgments are poorly understood.
Looking toward research in other areas of metacognition, where
a variety of confidence mechanisms have been explored in detail,
may provide a clue about the workings of metamemory. For
example, in the case of perceptual discriminations, one simple
mechanism for judging confidence is to use visual cues associated
with uncertainty (e.g., faintness and blur), alone or in combination,
as a proxy for confidence (Barthelmé & Mamassian, 2010). When
asked to identify an object that appears blurry or faint, an observer
using this mechanism will report having low confidence because
blurriness and faintness are stimulus features typically associated
with uncertainty. Importantly, cue-based mechanisms like this one
draw on static information about the stimulus and decision maker,
rather than directly accessing an internal representation or
decision-making process. In contrast, an alternative class of mechanisms has been proposed that can compute real-time measures of
perceptual confidence (Kepecs, Uchida, Zariwala, & Mainen,
2008). Real-time mechanisms are notable because, rather than
relying on externally observed cues, they monitor internal states as
they change over time (Kepecs et al., 2008). These monitored
states may be those of decision variables associated with the task,
or those of underlying representations that store uncertainty
explicitly — for example, as probability distributions over past
states of the environment (Barthelmé & Mamassian, 2010).
Here, we use visual working memory as a case study for
exploring evaluations of confidence in memory. Metacognitive
processes in visual working memory, change detection, and working memory more broadly have been demonstrated using a variety

Metamemory is an awareness of our memories and the systems
that store them. We use metamemory to determine that we are
uncertain (“I can’t remember where I parked my car”), to ask for
a reminder (“When’s that appointment, again?”), and to form
beliefs about our ability to remember certain kinds of information
(“I’m good with names”) (Flavell & Wellman, 1977).
Metamemory is often studied in the context of long-term memory,
where it is invoked to explain phenomena such as tip-of-thetongue states and the feeling of knowing. Healthy individuals have
a rich set of metamnemonic skills that guide learning, decision
making, and action (Metcalfe & Shimamura, 1994). Neurological
diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease and Korsakoff’s syndrome,
adversely affect metamemory judgments, causing a mismatch between what is remembered and what is believed to be remembered
(Pannu & Kaszniak, 2005).
For better or for worse, judgments of confidence in our memories
are influenced by many factors. These include general knowledge in
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of paradigms (Amichetti, Stanley, White, & Wingfield, 2013;
Bona, Cattaneo, Vecchi, Soto, & Silvanto, 2013; Bona & Silvanto,
2014; Bunnell, Baken, & Richards-Ward, 1999; Cowan et al.,
2016; Levin, Momen, Drivdahl, & Simons, 2000; Vandenbroucke
et al., 2014). We designed two experiments that isolate real-time
mechanisms underlying the evaluation of confidence in memory.
Experiment 1 is a variant of a popular test of visual working
memory in which participants view a display of colorful dots and
then, shortly thereafter, report the color of a dot selected for them
at random (Wilken & Ma, 2004). In our variant, however, instead
of requiring participants always to report the color of a randomly
selected dot (“random” condition), they were sometimes afforded
the opportunity to report the color of the object they remembered
best (“best” condition). Choosing the best-remembered object requires an inward-looking comparison of the relative quality of
multiple memories, and is a within-trial analogue to the opt-out
procedure used extensively in studies of human and animal metacognition (Smith et al., 1995; Smith, Shields, Schull, & Washburn,
1997; Tanaka & Funahashi, 2012). To strip away nearly all the
usual sources of metamemory information — general knowledge,
stimulus-based cues, and time-based fluctuations in attention and
arousal — we compared memory for an object in a display when it
was chosen by the participant as their best remembered object to
when that same item from the same display was chosen by the
experimenter at random. This procedure enables us to isolate a
form of monitoring whereby an individual tracks the status of a
memory as it degrades over time.
Experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c capitalize on directed remembering,
a process by which information is prioritized in memory for later
access (cf. directed forgetting; Bjork, Laberge, & Legrand, 1968;
Muther, 1965; and see Williams, Hong, Kang, Carlisle, & Woodman, 2013, for a recent demonstration of directed remembering in
visual working memory). We extend the phenomenon of directed remembering (Experiment 2a) beyond external cues to a
kind of self-directed remembering (Experiment 2b) whereby
participants shift the balance of maintenance according to an
internally generated metamemory signal. We show that
metamemory judgments reflect these within-trial changes in the
underlying memory representations caused by the redirection of
maintenance (Experiment 2c).

Experiment 1: Method
Logic of the Task: Isolating the Contribution of
Real-Time Monitoring
Participants were asked to remember the colors of a set of
colorful dots, and then either to report the color of a randomly
selected dot, or to make an inward-looking decision by choosing
the dot they remembered best and reporting its color. Because our
goal was to isolate the contribution of real-time monitoring to this
decision, the experimental procedure combined multiple techniques to eliminate confounding sources of metamnemonic cues.
Stimulus-based cues. Of principal interest was whether memory would be more accurate for the best-remembered object than
for a randomly selected item. However, the best-remembered
object might be preferred for reasons that do not require a real-time
assessment of memory quality. For example, a participant may

prefer a particular color, say red, and pay more attention to it. Or
perhaps they find it more memorable, preferring to report the color
of red objects whenever the chance arises. This is a form of
metamemory, but it does not reflect real-time monitoring. To
eliminate display factors like these, we used a double-pass procedure (Burgess & Colborne, 1988; J. M. Gold, Murray, Sekuler,
Bennett, & Sekuler, 2005; Green, 1964) where participants encounter each display (i.e., a particular color and arrangement of
dots) twice, once in each of two sessions, separated by a few days.
Displays used in the “choose the best” condition in the first session
were reused in the “random” condition in the second session, and
vice versa. We compare memory performance for a particular
object when it was chosen as the object that was best remembered
(first session) to when it was randomly selected by the experimenter (in the second session). Any advantage for the preferred
object cannot depend on stimulus-based factors, which are held
constant across the conditions.
Tradeoffs in encoding or maintenance. When viewing the
stimulus, a participant’s attention might wander due to either an
explicit strategy or accidental drift, causing one object to be
encoded more vigorously than another. This could also happen
during maintenance if the participant were to shift priority from
one object to another after the stimulus disappeared. Such imbalances, if known to the participant, could be used as a proxy for
memory fidelity: An ignored object is unlikely to be remembered
well. Because our goal is to determine whether participants can
access the quality of internal representations, independent of other
factors such as knowledge about which objects were given the
most resources, we designed the experiment to minimize tradeoffs
and then performed a separate tradeoff detection procedure once
the experiment was over.
Our design made tradeoffs costly by interleaving two types of
trials in random order. On half the trials, participants reported the
color of the dot they remembered best, while on the other half, they
reported the color of a dot selected at random by the experimenter.
Interleaving the trial types encourages participants to remember all
the dots, because they do not know which dot will be tested.
The above procedure mitigates the tradeoffs, but it is possible
that they were still present. To determine whether tradeoffs occurred, we used an additional procedure: After reporting either the
best-remembered object or a randomly selected one, the participant
was then asked to report the color of a second dot on the display,
selected at random. These two reports are together used to detect
tradeoffs with the detection procedure introduced by Fougnie et al.
(2012), which relies on the fact that, if there are tradeoffs, there
will be dependencies in the measured quality of representations of
objects on a display: If one object is remembered particularly well,
it comes at the expense of the others. Therefore, the detection
procedure compares performance for the first-reported object in
two conditions: where the absolute error for the second-reported
item was (1) above or (2) below the median absolute error across
all second reports. A tradeoff is revealed by first reports being
significantly more accurate when second reports are worse (abovemedian error) than when they are better (below-median error).
Fluctuations in attention or arousal. Attention, arousal, and
effort can fluctuate from moment to moment (Kahneman, 1973).
Most studies of metamemory ask for ratings or judgments about a
particular memory at a particular moment, and so momentary
fluctuations can affect performance and therefore contribute to
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metamnemonic decisions. In our task, we asked participants to
make a relative judgment about the quality of simultaneously held
memories, such that the confidence judgment could never depend
on the overall state of attention or arousal, which would apply
equally to all objects on the display. Similarly, we randomized the
order of the two trial types, which prevents momentary fluctuations from systematically affecting one trial type over the other.
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Implementation of the Task
At the beginning of each trial, the participant fixated a small dot
in the center of the screen. Then the stimulus (a set of three
colorful dots) appeared for 600 ms. Next, the trial type was
revealed to the participant through a display that contained a cue in
each of the locations of the test objects. If it was a trial where the
participant was asked to report a specific object, that object was
highlighted as a filled circle among open circles. If it was a trial
where the participant reported the best-remembered object, all the
objects appeared filled in. Then a color wheel with all the possible
colors appeared and the color of the best-remembered object was
reported. Finally, the participant used a mouse-controlled cursor to
select which object was best remembered. After this first report,
the participant was asked to report the color of a second object
selected at random from the two that remained. The reporting
procedure was the same. Feedback was provided at the end of each
trial. The feedback screen, which appeared for 1,000 ms, showed
the actual color (inner ring) and reported color (outer ring) for both
of the tested objects (Figure 1i). There were 200 trials in each of
two sessions; half the trials probed a random object, half probed
the best-remembered object, interleaved in a random order. The
second session was identical to the first, with exactly the same
displays, except that the condition assigned to each display was
swapped. Thus the “randomly” probed objects in the second session were the same objects that, in the previous session, had been
chosen as best remembered.
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Stimuli and Presentation
Each dot had a radius of 0.4° of visual angle. They were
arranged in a ring with a radius of 3.8° and centered on the display.
The color of each dot was drawn uniformly from a circle cut out
of the CIE 1976 L!a!b! color space, centered at L ! 54, a ! 18,
b ! "8, with the constraint that the magnitude of each display’s
mean hue vector was 0.35. This decreases grouping cues and
reduces imbalances in appearance across displays. After the stimulus disappeared, there was a 900-ms retention interval. Stimuli
were rendered by MATLAB with the Psychophysics Toolbox
(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and presented on a 1920 # 1200
LCD screen at 60 Hz, 38 pixel/cm, positioned 60 cm from the
participant.

Participants
Twelve people between the ages of 18 and 31 participated. They
all had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. The protocol,
approved by the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects in
Research under the institutional review board for the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences at Harvard University, was carried out in accordance with the provisions of the World Medical Association
Declaration of Helsinki.

Data Analysis
To quantify memory performance, for each participant and
condition we separately fit a variable-precision model to the data
(Fougnie, Suchow, & Alvarez, 2012; van den Berg, Shin, Chou,
George, & Ma, 2012). This model supposes that each object on the
display is either remembered or forgotten, and that the quality with
which objects are remembered can vary. We also considered a
simpler fixed-precision model that did not allow memory quality
to vary (see the online supplemental material) as well as an

Figure 1. Timeline of one trial of the double-pass metamemory task. First, the participant sees a set of colorful
dots and is asked to remember them for 900 ms (a– c). Then the type of trial is revealed: The participant will
either choose, reporting the object they remember best (d, top, “best”), or mandatorily report the object
highlighted for them (d, bottom, “random”). These two trial types are interleaved in random order, so that until
(d) the participant does not know the trial type and thus must encode all the items. Once the trial type is revealed,
the participant reports the color by selecting it from the color wheel (e). Then, a different item is selected at
random (g) and the participant reports its color (h). This second report is later used in an assay of strategic or
accidental tradeoffs (see Method section and online supplemental material). Finally, the participant receives
feedback (i). These steps, which constitute one trial, are repeated hundreds of times in two rounds. In the second
round, the displays used in the two conditions (“best” or “random”) are swapped, producing a double-pass
procedure where, unbeknownst to the participant, in the second round, the “randomly” chosen objects are in fact
those chosen by the participant in the first round. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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extension to it that allows for the possibility that the participant
will “swap” items, erroneously reporting an item that was not the
target (Bays, Catalao, & Husain, 2009). Analysis was performed
with MemToolbox 1.0.0 (Suchow, Brady, Fougnie, & Alvarez,
2013). Analysis scripts and data are available as online supplemental material.
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Experiment 1: Results
We found that participants can use real-time monitoring to make
metamnemonic judgments. Figure 2 shows estimates of guessing
rate (left panel) and precision (middle panel), averaged across
participants. Individual participant results are shown (right panel)
for items that were chosen as the best remembered (circles) versus
those same items when they were selected at random (squares).
Observers performed better in both guessing rate and memory
precision when they chose to report the object, versus when the
object was randomly selected. When asked to report the color of
the best-remembered object, participants remembered it 92% $
2% (mean $SEM) of the time and with fidelity of 20.8° $ 1°.
When those same displays were presented in the second session
and participants were required to report the same object that they
had previously picked, they performed worse, remembering it 71%
$ 3% of the time and with a fidelity of 23.8° $ 2°, paired-samples
t test, t(11) ! 7.5, p ! 1.2 # 10"5, and t(11) ! "2.5, p ! .03,
respectively. This across-exposure worsening happened despite
overall performance being comparable in the two rounds (difference of 0.6° in fidelity from the first to second round), pairedsamples t test, t(11) ! 0.51, p ! .62; (difference of 0.4% in guess
rate), paired-samples t test, t(11) ! 0.14, p ! .89.
Using the tradeoff detection procedure described in the Method
section, we tested for tradeoffs in the encoding or maintenance of
items, but found none (guess rate for above vs. below median split:
20.5 vs. 19.4%), paired samples t test, t(11) ! "0.68, p ! .51;
(fidelity: 22.1° vs. 22.4°), t(11) ! 0.42, p ! .68.

We performed additional analyses to determine whether our results
are robust to different assumptions about the structure of visual
memory representations. Specifically, we repeated the above analyses
with the two-component mixture model introduced by Zhang and
Luck (2008), the “swap” model introduced by Bays et al. (2009), and
a one-component model with no guessing. The results were comparable under all models (see the online supplemental material).
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that people have access to
information reflecting the existence and quality of their working
memories, and furthermore, that they can use this information to
guide their behavior. However, an alternative reading of the results
warrants a second look. Suppose that when participants select the
object they remember best, they tend to report the first object that
comes to mind and that this first-recalled object tends to be better
remembered than the others. Participants would then pass the test
for metamemory described in Experiment 1 regardless of whether
they had metamemory in actuality.
Experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c together provide a second, stronger test
of real-time metamemory, one that circumvents the alternative reading of Experiment 1. The key is to leverage directed remembering, a
dynamic process whereby maintenance is biased toward certain representations over others. We show that metamemory judgments reflect these trial-specific shifts in the underlying memory representations caused by the redirection of maintenance, shifts to which a static
metamemory mechanism is necessarily blind.

Experiment 2a: Method
Logic of the Task: Directed Remembering
Experiment 2a replicated the effect of directed remembering in
visual working memory, a process by which information is prioritized in working memory for later access (Williams et al., 2013).
Participants were asked to remember the appearance of some

Figure 2. The contribution of real-time monitoring to judgments of confidence in memory. We compare
performance across two conditions, one where the participant selects an item as the one that was best
remembered from that display (cyan circles [lighter circles]), and another where the participant reports that same
item because they were required to (blue squares [darker squares]). They perform better when they made the
choice, which implies that participants can use real-time monitoring to guide their selections in the task, picking
out the one they remember best. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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objects and then to report what they remembered. Critically, participants were sometimes given a cue early in the retention interval
that reliably signaled which object would later be tested. This gave
the participants the opportunity to redirect maintenance accordingly. The key, then, is to compare performance when the opportunity to redirect maintenance was provided to when it was not
provided; improved performance in the former condition would
suggest successful redirection of maintenance. This capacity, if
found, will then be used as the methodological foundation of
Experiments 2b and 2c to determine whether participants can
redirect maintenance based on metamemory decisions.

Stimuli and Presentation
The presented objects were cubes. Each cube had three visible
sides, one white, one gray, and one black, viewed either from
above or below, for a total of 12 possible configurations (see
Figure 3). Cubes were positioned 5° to the left or right of a central
fixation mark. The stimuli, adapted from Alvarez and Cavanagh
(2004), were rendered by MATLAB with the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and presented on a 1920 # 1200
LCD screen at 60 Hz, 38 pixel/cm, positioned 60 cm from the
participant.

Participants
Eight people between the ages of 20 and 35 participated. They
all had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. The protocol,
approved by the Committee on the Use of Human Subjects in
Research under the institutional review board for the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences at Harvard University, was carried out in accordance with the provisions of the World Medical Association
Declaration of Helsinki.

Experiment 2a: Results
Figure 4 shows performance on the task across the three
conditions. As in previous studies of working memory, performance was considerably better with one object than with two
(Conditions 1 vs. 2, mean difference 0.51), paired-samples t
test, t(7) ! 10.3, p ! 1.74 # 10"5. Critically, replicating the
effect of directed remembering, performance was better with
two objects when the cue came early than when it came late
(Condition 2 vs. 2=, mean difference 0.32), paired-samples t
test, t(7) ! 6.17, p ! 4.56 # 10"4.

Experiment 2b: Method
Logic of the Task: Self-Directed Remembering
Experiment 2b extends directed remembering to self-directed
remembering, where the signal used to redirect maintenance comes
not from an external cue but from a metamemory decision made by
the participant. In particular, in Experiment 2b participants were
sometimes given a cue to redirect maintenance to the best- or
worst-remembered object. This required the participant to decide
which object was remembered best or worse and then redirect
maintenance in accordance with that decision. On other trials, no
such cue was given, and participants were not asked to redirect
maintenance. We compared the fidelity of memory after maintenance had been redirected to the baseline where it had not; improved performance in the former condition would suggest suc-

Procedure
There were three conditions: 1, 2=, and 2. In Condition 1, one
object was presented on either the left or right side of fixation at
random. In Conditions 2= and 2, two objects were presented, one
to the left of fixation, the other to the right. The objects appeared
for 300 ms and then disappeared. The retention interval was 4,000
ms. In Conditions 1 and 2, a cue appeared at the end of the
retention interval in the location of one of the presented objects,
selected at random. Critically, in Condition 2=, the cue came
earlier, 700 ms into the retention interval. In all conditions, the
participant chose the cued object from a response screen containing all the possible objects. There were 25 trials per condition,
ordered randomly.

Figure 3. Stimuli used in Experiments 2a–2c. Stimuli were cubes with
three visible sides in 12 possible arrangements.

Figure 4. Replication of directed remembering in visual working memory. In Conditions 1 and 2, participants try to remember one or two objects,
respectively. In Condition 2=, the participant tries to remember two objects
at first, but early in the retention interval is cued as to which object will
later be tested. Participants use the cue to their advantage, redirecting
maintenance to the to-be-tested object. Chance performance is 1/12. Error
bars show the across-subject SEM.
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cessful redirection of maintenance based on an internally
generated signal. This capacity, if found, will then be used as the
methodological foundation of Experiment 2c, which tests for realtime metamemory.

Stimuli, Presentation, and Participants
All details matched those from Experiment 2a.
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Procedure
Two objects appeared for 300 ms, one to the left of fixation, the
other to the right of fixation, and then disappeared. The retention
interval was 4,000 ms. We manipulated two factors in a 3 # 2
design. The first factor was the valence of the cue — a high tone,
a low tone, or a visually presented cue. Participants were instructed
that when the tone was high, they were to decide which object was
best remembered, press a keyboard button to select it, and then
redirect maintenance to chosen object, assured that only it would
be tested later. In contrast, when the tone was low, the same
procedure was applied to the worst-remembered object. And when
there was no tone, they maintained the visually cued object. The
second factor was the timing of the cue — early (700 ms after the
offset of the stimuli) or late (at the end of the retention interval).
There were 25 trials per condition, ordered randomly.

Experiment 2b: Results
Figure 5 shows performance on the task across the six conditions. Replicating the effect of directed remembering in Experiment 2a, performance was better when a randomly selected object

was cued early than when it was cued late (mean difference 0.21),
paired-samples t test, t(7) ! 3.33, p ! .0126. Critically, we also
saw evidence of self-directed remembering. Performance was better when participants directed maintenance to the best-remembered
object earlier than later (mean difference 0.17), paired-samples t
test, t(7) ! 5.22, p ! .0012. Performance was also better when
participants directed maintenance to the worst-remembered object
earlier than later (mean difference 0.18), paired-samples t test,
t(7) ! 2.57, p ! .0368. And, finally, performance was better when
participants reported the best-remembered object than when they
reported the worst-remembered object (mean difference 0.285),
paired-samples t test, t(15) ! 7.62, p ! 1.56 # 10"6.

Experiment 2c: Method
Logic of the Task: Reevaluating Metamemory
Decisions After Self-Directed Remembering
Experiment 2c was designed to disambiguate real time from
static metamemory. To do so, it asked participants to make a
decision that depended on the effects of their having redirected
maintenance. By definition, a static metamemory mechanism cannot have access to this kind of information, whereas a real-time
metamemory mechanism must.
Previous studies demonstrate that redirecting maintenance affects the fidelity of the prioritized and neglected memories (Williams et al., 2013). Critically, when maintenance is redirected to
the worst-remembered object, there is the possibility of a reversal
of relative memory strength — what had once been the worstremembered object might now be remembered best. Experiment 2c
took advantage of these reversals by allowing participants to
revisit their decision from earlier in the trial about the relative
fidelity of their memories for the objects. In particular, participants
performed a self-directed remembering task like that in Experiment 2b, but always redirected maintenance to the worstremembered object. Critically, on 25% of trials, after the effect of
redirecting maintenance had had time to shift the balance, participants were asked to revisit their decision and report whichever
object they now remembered best. If participants lack real-time
metamemory, on these trials they would always make a selection
that was consistent with their previous determination, blindly
choosing the other object — in their metacognitive mind, nothing
had changed. If, however, participants have real-time metamemory,
reversals will lead to a selection that is inconsistent with their
previous determination, benefitting their performance on the task.
An inconsistent choice that benefits performance can be due only
to events that occurred during the maintenance interval, thus
providing a stringent test of real-time metamemory.

Stimuli, Presentation, and Participants
All details matched those from Experiments 2a and 2b.
Figure 5. Self-directed remembering in visual working memory. Participants try to remember two objects and then direct maintenance to the
best-remembered object, the worst-remembered object, or a randomly
selected object. The random condition is a replication of directed remembering from Experiment 2a. Participants benefit from directing maintenance in all conditions. Chance performance is 1/12. Error bars show the
across-subject SEM.

Procedure
Two objects appeared for 300 ms, one to the left of fixation, the
other to the right of fixation, and then disappeared. After 700 ms,
participants heard a low tone, decided which object was worst
remembered, pressed a keyboard button to select it, and then
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redirected maintenance to chosen object. The retention interval
was 4,000 ms in total. On 50% of trials (“Condition 1”), after the
retention interval elapsed, a second low tone was played. Participants reselected the previously chosen object (i.e., the object
initially selected as having been remembered worse) by pressing
the corresponding button on the keyboard, at which point the
response screen appeared. Participants selected that object from
the response screen. On 25% of trials (“Condition 2”), after the
retention interval elapsed, a high tone was played. Participants
selected the previously unchosen object (i.e., the object initially
decided to be remembered better) by pressing the other button on
the keyboard, at which point a response screen appeared. Participants selected that previously unchosen object from the response
screen. On 25% of trials (“Condition 3”), after the retention interval
elapsed, a medium tone was played. Participants now had the option
to choose either object, whichever was currently better remembered,
pressing the corresponding button on the keyboard and selecting the
object from the response screen. The three conditions were randomly
interleaved. There were 100 trials in total.

Experiment 2c: Results
Figure 6 shows performance on the task across the three conditions. On trials where, after having redirected maintenance,
participants were allowed to revisit their decision about which
object was remembered best, they selected the object that had
initially been worse remembered on 91% of trials, which is significantly different from zero, one-sample t test, t(7) ! 25.0, p !
4.18 # 10"8, and from one, one-sample t test, t(7) ! 2.62, p !
.0342. This led to better performance than when participants were
required to report the object originally selected as better remembered (Conditions 2 vs. 3, mean difference 0.285), paired-samples
t test, t(7) ! 5.15, p ! .0013.

Discussion

Figure 6. Revisiting a metamemory decision after self-directed forgetting. Participants hold in mind two objects and then direct maintenance to
the worst-remembered object. In Condition 1, participants are tested on the
object to which they directed maintenance. In Condition 2, participants are
tested on the neglected object (i.e., the one that had originally been chosen
as the best-remembered object). In Condition 3, they are given the option
to report either object, whichever is currently remembered best at the end
of maintenance. On 91% of trials, they opt to report the object that had
initially been chosen as the worst remembered. Chance performance is
1/12. Error bars show the across-subject SEM.

The results of these experiments suggest that real-time monitoring can be used to make judgments of confidence in working
memory. In Experiment 1, we found that participants remembered
an object’s color more accurately when it had been chosen as the
one they remembered best than when that same object, presented
in the context of the same display, was selected at random by the
experimenter. Even after eliminating other sources of metamnemonic information, such as stimulus-based cues and tradeoffs in
encoding and maintenance, we found that observers were able to
assess the quality of their memories in real-time and could use that
information to guide their behavior. In Experiments 2a–2c, we
found that participants could track changes to the relative strength
of their memories that had been altered by self-directed maintenance. Thus, the present results reveal a strategy that can monitor
both the existence and fidelity of representations in visual working
memory.
This form of metamemory requires access to information that
indexes the quality of memories. Though it is unclear what mechanism provides real-time access to memories, research on uncertainty in decision making may provide a clue:
A number of simple mechanisms have been proposed that might
support real-time measures of confidence in perceptual judgments
(Kepecs et al., 2008). These mechanisms involve accessing deci-

sion variables that contribute to a decision. For example, in a race
model, where evidence simultaneously accumulates for each alternative choice (J. I. Gold & Shadlen, 2007), confidence can be
estimated by measuring the difference in accumulated evidence for
each alternative at the moment the choice is made. High confidence is appropriate when there is a big imbalance in accumulated
evidence. Analogous mechanisms may be at play in the monitoring
of visual working memories. For example, confidence in a memory could be computed by comparing the accumulated evidence
for the winning decision (i.e., stimulus value) to the average of the
others. Alternatively, monitoring may be accomplished through
more indirect means, using a process akin to the availability
heuristic. Specifically, suppose that less precise memories are
more difficult to access (see Brady et al., 2013). Then, the participant can use a metamemory routine that tries to access a memory,
terminating if nothing has been accessed after a fixed amount of
time. Time to access then serves as a proxy for memory fidelity
and can be used to inform confidence.
Whatever the mechanism, the present results demonstrate it is
possible to access the current state of a memory and to use that
information to guide behavior. The existence of real-time monitoring mechanisms has important implications not only for our
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understanding of metamemory, but also for theories of the representational format of visual working memory. For example, models must consider the source of variation in working memories
(e.g., Fougnie et al., 2012; van den Berg et al., 2012) and provide
an account for how participants can access representational uncertainty in real time.
Leading models of visual working memory assume that memory
limits are determined purely by the availability of a limited commodity: Once memory slots have been filled (Awh, Barton, &
Vogel, 2007; Zhang & Luck, 2008) or memory resources consumed (Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Bays et al., 2009; Wilken &
Ma, 2004), one can no longer store additional objects in memory.
However, in addition to possible commodity-based limits, there is
emerging evidence that visual working memory is also limited by
interference, degradation, or decay that leads to the gradual loss of
information over time (Zhang & Luck, 2009; Fougnie, Suchow, &
Alvarez, 2012). This decrease in quality appears to reflect a
process that operates independently across items (Fougnie et al.,
2012). Such degradation leads to substantial variability in the
quality of memories across objects, with some objects remembered
very well, others remembered poorly, and others completely forgotten. The present results provide evidence for the presence of
variability in memory quality (Fougnie et al., 2012; van den Berg
et al., 2012) and show that this variability cannot be explained by
stimulus differences or by differential allocation of attention
within or across trials.

Conclusion
Most research on metacognition has focused on perception and
long-term memory, exploring how people assess uncertainty about
their current perceptions and distant memories. Theories of
metamemory have thus focused on how multiple sources of information influence judgments of confidence, including several static
factors such as how memorable the material is, or judgments about
our own abilities. Because of this, it has been difficult to assess
whether and how participants have access to information that
directly indexes the quality of a memory. In the present study, we
developed two methods to strip away these static factors, enabling
us to isolate real-time metamemory mechanisms, taking advantage
of the fact that working memories appear to degrade stochastically
over time. We found that observers appear to have access to the
current state of their memories, and can use that information to
guide their behavior in an ongoing task. These findings open the
door to new explorations into the nature of the cues that enable
real-time memory monitoring and into the impact of metamemory
in complex cognitive processes that rely on working memory.
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